Examples of Artifacts and Evidence

Some examples of potential documents to include are given below. Be sure that each item you include in your final e-Portfolio supports the outcome you are discussing and represents your best work. If you have any questions ask the fall 2015 faculty e-Portfolio advisors.

- Academic research papers
- Other essays, reports, papers, or projects such as grant proposals, strategic plans, planned programs, collection development plans
- Evaluation and feedback from instructors such as for a presentation or project (note: consider privacy if the instructor included other student names in the evaluation you received)
- article summaries and analyses
- professional publications
- database files
- podcasts/audio recordings
- PowerPoint slide presentations
- professional development (for example participation in and a discussion of your learning from an institute other than the USF School of Information, or of SI non-credit offerings, TBLC or FLA webinars, or library programs)
- project samples
- photos of library displays, events in which you coordinated, volunteered, or participated
- relevant work projects and products (from your employment or volunteer activities outside of the SI)
- Examples of active committee participations, offices held, or other professional involvement
- Examples of relevant community involvement or outreach
- Special skills you developed through coursework, professional development, or self-study, such as technology skills, etc.